1. President CHU announced the establishment of the Institute for Advanced Study at HKUST to build Hong Kong into a global intellectual center**
   15 clippings (2-3/6).

2. CHAN Yik Hei, a Form Five student who has a minor planet named after him, was admitted into UST's Department of Electronics and Computer Engineering**
   42 clippings (26/5-3/6).

3. Naming Ceremony of the Lee Shau Kee Library **
   8 clippings (18-25/5).

4. Dr Ngok MA (SOSC) commented on political issues
   15 clippings (1-24/5).

5. Prof Francis LUI (ECON) commented on economic issues
   5 clippings (3-20/5).

6. Dr Xijun HU (CENG) commented on recycling technologies
   China Daily (HK Edition) (18/5).

7. Dr Tik-Sang LIU (HUMA) introduced his research on Tai O history
   Apple Daily and Sing Tao Daily (17/5).

8. Dr Wai Ho MOW (ECE) commented on the technology detecting mobile phone signals
   Sing Tao Daily (17/5).

9. Faculty and staff from the Department of Mathematics set up the Epsilon Fund Award to honor outstanding students**
   Apple Daily and Sing Tao Daily (16/5).
10. UST was ranked No. 46 in Executive Education worldwide by the Financial Times in 2006
    Sing Tao Daily (16/5); Financial Times (15/5).

11. Postponement of a briefing session for Form Seven students on economics programs
    3 clippings (14-16/5).

12. Of the eight UGC-funded tertiary institutions, UST was granted the largest number of additional postgraduate places
    Sing Tao Daily (12/5).

13. UST randomly selected 300 newcomers to sit in a mathematics test last June
    Ming Pao Daily News (12/5).

14. Prof Charles NG (CIVL) commented on the danger of illegal reclamation
    Apple Daily (10/5).

15. A columnist wrote on PR heads of universities
    Sing Tao Daily (9/5).

16. President CHU delivered a talk at the Hong Kong Science Museum as part of the 15th Anniversary Leading Scholars Lecture Series
    The Sun (8/5).

17. President Emeritus Prof Chia-Wei WOO's initiatives to promote science and research in the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Innovation Zone
    9 clippings (5/4-8/5).

18. The allocation of extra university hall places resulting from additional funding in 2006-07 Budget
    Sing Tao Daily and Ta Kung Pao (8/5).

19. A number of foreign exchange students threw a security stand from the Bridge Link on campus
    3 clippings (5-6/5).

20. The number of additional second-year places granted to the eight UGC-funded tertiary institutions
    Sing Tao Daily and Ming Pao Daily News (5/5).
21. Dr Isaac TAM (SAO) talked on the career services provided by UST. Xinhua News Agency (4/5).

22. The Nano and Advanced Materials Institute, hosted by UST, was inaugurated on 20 April. Capital CEO and Electronics Bulletin (May 2006).
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